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Aconcagua South Face
Irena Komprej (from the diary of Peter Podgornik)
Photographs 58- 59

I am on belay and I am taking care not to let the ice that is coming down from
Pavel's ice-axe and crampons land on my head. The waterfall is still very wet,
although it is already 7pm. We have been waiting the whole day under this
waterfall, so that when it froze we could climb on. The waterfall is awfully black
and has dreadful icicles at the top.

It will soon be dark. After the waterfall there comes a narrow couloir; after the
couloir a waterfall again, also wet. The water that flows down the ropes makes
them frozen, and we have difficulty jumaring up after Pavel. He is the star of the
evening. He is the best ofus on ice and so the waterfalls are his.

The new route we want to do seems to be very difficult, and it needs all our
talents; extreme rock climbing and climbing on snow and ice as well. Besides
that, there arc also snowfields of 'penitentes', where we have to creep very
carefully and with our nerves on tenterhooks all the time.

I t is already our second night ofclimbing. I say 'night' because we do not count
days here. During the day the air is too warm and the mountain too lively, so that
climbing is impossible. We just find some 'safe' place every morning and wait till
evening. Of course we do not like this night climbing, because we are slower, but
what else can we do... ?

There are four of us. Zlatko Gantar and Ivan Rejc live in neighbouring towns.
We have known each other for a long time, always meeting in the mountains. We
are friends. Pavel and I are twins, inseparable, and always climb together. We
discuss alpinism and make plans at home, at work, on the way there, everywhere.

Early in the morning we changed from ice to rock; but since rock climbing is
very difficult in the dark with only the light of the torch, we stopped to rest for a
while. It is quite a short rest, as at 6am the morning dawns. We use this morning
to the maximum because it gives us the best of the best: daylight and nightcold.
But before the last ofus is up it is already so warm that the ropes are all wet again.
Nevertheless, we are glad we succeed in breaking through these waterfalls.

We look for some good resting place and find it under an overhang. In front of
us is a field of'penitentes'. Walking there during the day would be like committing
suicide. Here we have time to observe the wall in front of us: big rocks are falling,
the snow is melting and there are large waterfalls; from time to time some seracs
collapse, and it seems as ifa" giant is playing baseball.

Everything moves on this mountain. We learnt this much earlier, even before
we started climbing our route. Six days earlier, Pavel and I had reconnoitred
under the wall to see where the best possibility would be for our route. We left
some equipment in the mouth of the couloir where we supposed that it would be
safe. We decided to wait a day before starting because the weather was very bad
and warm, but when we finally decided to go we could not find our equipment
any more. There must have been a large avalanche and the equipment, which we
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had left in a bivouac sac, disappeared into a wide bergschrund. Pavel even
abseiled into the bergschrund and looked everywhere to find at least some pieces
ofequipment. We frantically dug the snow all around but with no success. When
the Devil comes, he is never alone; Pavel broke his ice-axe!

Another day was lost.
Our friends who had started the French route at the same time as us informed

us that they had found a lot of equipment left in the first ropelengths of their
route. 'vVe went there immediately. Also Pavel found two sacks ofequipment and
food somewhere on the glacier, and thus we gathered together enough equipment
for the route.

Now it is our third day on the wall. Our altitude is only 5000 m and this worries
us. If the weather is good we will make it somehow. If bad... ! We do not have
much food with us - on the first day when we came to the first waterfall we threw
away everything that could be unnecessary.

In the afternoon the field of 'penitentes' slowly calms down and we start
climbing. We find a waterfall at the border of the 'penitentes' and rock that is not
very difficult (6rf-75°). It is also the safest route up here.

At the end of this field of'penitentes' we find a comfortable resting place - a
good bivouac at last! We set up our little Toper tent. So, we are going to sleep
tonight! Up there another 2000 m of wall is waiting for us. We will make it much
better and much easier after a good night's sleep.

It is still dark when we wake up next day. We want to cross under the seracs as
soon as possible. This wall surprises us all the time: it even gives us some
comfortable climbing - a snowfield of only 45° However, we do not have this
pleasure for long, and very soon the slope begins to steepen. The weather turns
bad and it begins to snow. We are in the middle of little avalanches of powder
snow that do not stop till night. We just keep going. There is nothing 111 our minds
but going, going. It is the day when we climb the biggest section of our route,
1000m, mostly snow and ice of6rf-65°, and the only easy part of the wall.

It is already night when we stop under the rock in thelast third of the wall. This
is a very bad resting place that we have found. Sleep does not want to come: the
wind that blows around us throws powder snow under our bivouac sac; at first we
are only wet; but during the night everything freezes and we await the morning
light more dead than alive. All the down equipment is frozen and we have lots of
problems in drying it. There is still one third of the wall before us - 1000m of
difficult climbing in rock and ice. That would not have been such a problem at
this height in the Alps, direct out from a warm bed and with a comfortable hut on
the top, but what is waiting for us at the end of the day - another cold bivouac;
another sleepless night? If even these problems were not enough, we have a
treacherous enemy in reserve - toothache. Rejc and Gantar are both weak
because of it.

The rock is rotten, the snow bad. We cannot make good belays, sometimes
have none. I break my ice hammer while placing an ice piton. Problems,
problems, here you are! We do not even notice how fast the time goes.

On the sixth day it is no easier - waterfalls and frozen rocks (80°). It is Pavel
again who does good work. I am a loser - today I broke one of the front teeth of
my crampons. The rock is ugly red, the ice black. The weather is getting worse
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again; it begins to snow. We have the last problem before us - a crumbly, 20m
long overhang with an ice passage of !Om at the end. We have neither time nor
desire to do it today.

Food and gas is only an imagination; thdittle amount we have cannot calm our
stomachs. I t is not that what our bodies need. We must escape· from here as soon
as possible, otherwise... !

The seventh day: bad weather; Rejc and I stay in the tent, cooking tea. Gantar
tries to do something in that horrible overhang. My brother belays him. Gantar
takes 8 hours to do the overhang - 8 hours for only 20m! I could never have
believed it if! was not there. I could also never believe that such an overhang can
even be climbed (VI, A3)! I still get frightened about it now, whenever I think of
it. It is no good goingon today, so Gantar fixes the ropes and comes back. The
little Toper tent, that was made only for two must, like it or not, take us all under
that doubtful roofofsafety.

Another bivouac on the same place! Only the bright thought that the worst of
the climb is done makes us warm on this cold night, when the mercury shows
-20°C.

The next morning the tent is so destroyed from falling rocks and ice that we
decide not to carry it any further. We hope we will come to the top today and the
tent will not be necessary any more. We still have the bivouac sac if ... 'Bivouac?
... Rather not!'

After jumaring on the fixed rope, there is some work for Pavel again: the !Om
icy passage. Because climbing with rucksacks would be too difficult here, we left
them down below and now we have to do this unpleasant job- hauling them. By
2 pm we are all over - together with the rucksacks. I hurry with Pavel to reach
the ridge, but since there is no possible place for bivouac, we go back to make a
restplace in the icy wall. We can only sit, and even that very badly. Friends are
nearby; they had a little more luck in looking for resting places. Another restless
night; we do not even have any gas to make something warm to drink.

Early in the morning of the ninth day we are already at work. We do not want
another cold bivouac without a tent. At last I stand with Pavel on the ridge at
2 pm. He said he had waited to see Tibet a long time, forgetting he was not in the
Himalaya, where he was last year and came very high in the S wall ofLhotse (to

only 250m under the ridge)
'No, no Pavel, we are on Aconcagua now and that's not Tibet, what we see;

that's Chile!'
'I know, I know, I was just daydreaming.'
Gantar comes after us very soon, but we have to wait for Rejc a little bit too

long. I go back to see what the matter is. He has awful toothache and cannot walk
as fast as he wants to. This 80m that I have to climb up again seems to be endless
for me too.

The lads in Base Camp glorify us already (we had radio contact with base three
times a day), but we know the work is not done yet. Like drunkards we walk along
the ridge till we reach the S summit of Aconcagua at 6935m. Time passes very
quickly, but we just keep laughing, taking photographs and shaking hands. We
can see people on the N summit (25m higher that the S summit) but we do not
have any energy or wish to go there.
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From the pass we have our last radio contact with base; then everything goes only
downwards. It is a little unpleasant at first, because the ridge is very crumbly.
When the way goes over the snowfields it is much better. At 6700m we pass by a
refuge that is roofless. We go on. At 6100m we can see other objects. When we
come nearer, we can see three refuges and tents ofArgentina's army mountaineers.
They give us bread, cheese and lemonade. They also lend us a gas cooker to make
us warmer in the refuge where we find some place to sleep. A marvellous feeling:
sleeping in a real house and listening to the mules kicking our refuge from the
outside. All that at 6100m.

The next morning, better said next day, we wake up at half-past-eleven and run
as (ast as possible down to the valley. DrJoze waits (or us on the Plaze de Mulos

with a great rucksack of food. It disappears in our stomachs at once. Also the
soldiers are very hospitable to us. Lunch after snack, snack after lunch, dinner
after snack ... we have a big 'eating day'. After all this hard work, we cannot
even wake up, and we fall asleep just where we are.

Early in the morning we wake up and hurry to the Confluence where our
friends are waiting for us. They have mules with them. One is for each of us.
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